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Highlights

• Topology optimization and anisotropic mesh adap-
tation are combined for Stokes flow

• Introduction of a simple optimization method for un-
constrained problems

• 1 % viscous dissipation in the solid domain requires
Darcy numbers of 1e-9

• A source term in the continuity equation causes ar-
bitrarily complex designs
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<first name><middle name>@gmail.com

Abstract

We demonstrate that anisotropic mesh adaptation allows for a better description of solid domains than what is often

seen in topology optimization of flow problems. This is due to the fact that the physical length scale related to the

Brinkman damping term can be efficiently resolved by the non-uniform meshes. We show that the methodology can

be applied to a draining problem, which can give arbitrarily complex designs. We use the optimality criteria method

as optimizer for this problem, and we also use it to solve a classical drag minimization problem. Finally, we consider

the unconstrained reverse flow problem and we use a new optimizer for this, which uses steepest descent with a step

size tuned such that the number of design variables with active box constraints increases exponentially throughout the

optimization – after a while only the sign of the sensitivity plays a role. All 3 problems are solved in 2D with minimum

Darcy numbers as low as 10−9, which can be necessary for reducing the relative damping in the solid material to under

1 %. The 3 problems are also solved in 3D with Darcy numbers equal to 10−5, and all the results can be reproduced

with the MATLAB script, available at https://github.com/KristianE86/trullekrul.

Keywords: Stokes flow, mesh adaptation, topology optimization, MATLAB

1. Introduction

The field of topology optimization has expanded from

structural mechanics [1] to fluid dynamics [2] and general

multiphysics [3, 4, 5]. The design is often represented im-

plicitly by means of a design field in what is called a density

method [1, 2]. Alternatively, the design can be represented

using a level-set function that cuts a background mesh to

URL: https://sites.google.com/site/ejlebjerg (Kristian
Ejlebjerg Jensen)

allow for an explicit representation [6, 7]. Fixed struc-

tured meshes consisting of quadrilaterals or hexahedra is

the norm, but lately there have been some progress in the

use of dynamic unstructured meshes for designing struc-

tures with low compliance and weight [8, 9]. Methods are

often accelerated using parallel implementations [10, 11],

but the use of dynamic meshes has the potential to achieve

speed-ups by reducing the cost of modelling the void and

thus increasing the efficiency. Parallel implementations

Preprint submitted to Computers & Fluids July 14, 2018
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have been used to accelerate topology optimization within

Stokes flow [12] and natural convection [13], but we have

only found one publication involving topology optimiza-

tion of flow problems on dynamic meshes [14].

The community of structural engineering has a tra-

dition for releasing small MATLAB scripts [15, 16, 17]

for the purpose of reproducibility and code reuse, but re-

cently larger codes capable of parallel computation have

been released [10]. On the other hand, it is rare to see

the adoption of more general purpose simulation libraries,

which might be caused by the difficulty of adapting them

for topology optimization. However, it is advantageous,

when one can exploit the automatic features for non-linear

problems and sensitivity analysis [18, 19]. In this regard

the FEniCS package and the related dolfin adjoint-module

have to be acknowledged [20, 21]. The optimality crite-

ria method is used as optimizer in [16], but we have been

unable to find any work similar to our approach to uncon-

strained optimization.

Problems within fluid dynamics often involve features

with strong anisotropy due to convection dominated phe-

nomena near solid boundaries or free surfaces. Elongated

elements are thus popular for ensuring a good compro-

mise between accuracy and computational cost [22]. On-

going work relates to scaling on hardware with distributed

memory [23] and performance improvements for iterative

solvers by orientation of elements to decrease element an-

gles [24]. We find that minimization of the viscous dissi-

pation in the presence of a source term in the continuity

equation leads to branching structures, and we have not

been able to find any previous work demonstrating this.

In the following we will introduce the governing equa-

tions together with the considered optimization problems.

The problems are described in terms of their geometries,

objectives, boundary conditions and sensitivity analysis.

Then we describe the computational methods related to

the details of topology optimization as well as anisotropic

mesh adaptation, optimizers and the attached MATLAB

script. Finally, we show results and discuss them, before

giving a brief conclusion and outlook.

2. Governing equations

We use the density method, which introduces the de-

sign variable, γ. Solid corresponds to γ = 0, while fluid

corresponds to γ = 1 and intermediate values correspond

to a sponge material, but ultimately the design variables

should not take on intermediate values. The design vari-

able is defined in the entire computational domain, Ω, and

it is free to vary in the design domain, Ωγ , while it is forced

to 1 otherwise. The no-slip boundary condition should be

enforced on the fluid-solid interface, but it is common to

relax this constraint in the sense that solid regions are

approximated as sponge material with low permeability,

which can be modelled with a Brinkman damping term [2].

This introduces a length scale in the system over which the

velocity decreases into the solid material, but if the damp-

ing is high, the length scale is small and the no-slip bound-

ary condition becomes well approximated. The governing

3
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equations thus become

0 = ∇ · σ −Da−1v (1)

σ =
[
−Ip+ η

(∇v + [∇v]T
)]

0 = ∇ · v + V̇ +Kp, where (2)

Da−1 = Da−1
minq

1− γ
q + γ

and (3)

ε =
1

2

(∇v + [∇v]T
)
.

v, p, η, ε and Da are the velocity, pressure, viscosity, strain

rate tensor and Darcy number. In the attached numeri-

cal code we always work with the non-dimensional version

of the governing equations, which corresponds to η = 1.

When the design variable is equal to 1, the damping term

disappears, while it reaches its maximum value, Da−1
min,

for γ = 0. The q parameter controls the damping for

intermediate design variables, which influences the non-

discreteness in the presence of a volume constraint[2], i.e.

intermediate design variables give rise to little damping

for small values of q, and thus their cost is low. Increasing

q throughout the optimization can thus speed up conver-

gence, when there is an upper bound for the average design

variable value, γmean. V̇ is a source term that introduces

a volumetric generation of fluid, which could be due to an

effect from the 3rd dimension in 2D or a chemical reaction

in 3D. The source term causes branching structures, when

we minimize the viscous dissipation subject to a volume

constraint. Finally, K, is a compressibility constant, which

is used to make the problem positive definite1.

1We use K = 2.22 · 10−13.

Topology optimization of Stokes flow is well-posed by

itself, so there is no need to introduce a minimum length

scale by means of a filter as typically seen in structural

topology optimization [2].

2.1. Objectives and Boundaries

We consider the classical NFL ball problem [2, 12] and

a draining problem, where V̇ 6= 0. The setups are illus-

trated in figure 1 and 2. Both problems use the viscous

dissipation as objective,

O =

∫

Ω

φdΩ where φ = 2ηε : ε+ Da−1v2 .

Here φ is the dissipation density. Both the draining and

NFL ball problems are subject to a volume constraint,

γmean =

∫

Ω

γdΩ

/∫

Ω

dΩ .

Figure 1: The classical NFL ball problem with a central design do-
main and a prescribed velocity on all boundaries. The overall pres-
sure level is fixed by a Dirichlet boundary condition in a corner. Note
that there is a volume constraint on the amount of allowed fluid . The
3D case (right) exploits symmetry and extends the design domain to
the extreme values of the x coordinate.

The problems differ in that the damping should be as

high as possible for the NFL ball problem, because the

damped region is an approximation of a solid region. On

the other hand the damped region describes a material

4
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with finite permeability for the draining problem and the

damping magnitude is expected to alter the optimal de-

sign (contrary to the NFL ball problem). This is due to

the fact that the source term in the continuity equation

always causes significant dissipation in the solid domain.

Flow in a shallow channel is a possible interpretation of

the finite permeability [25], so the draining problem might

be relevant for thread design on rain tires.

Figure 2: The design and computational domain overlap for the
draining problem and there is a source term in the continuity equa-
tion all over. The pressure and the tangential velocity are fixed to
zero on the lower boundary. We only model half of the domain by
imposing a symmetry line on which the normal velocity is zero.

Finally, we consider the reverse flow problem [12, 18],

where the objective is to reverse the flow velocity in the

central point, x0, of a pressure driven channel as illustrated

in figure 3. This objective can be expressed as

OS =

∫

Ω

v · x̂δ(x− x0)dΩ,

where δ() is the delta function2 and x̂ is the x unit vec-

tor. At the in- and outlet, ∂Ωσ=−Ipbnd
, we supplement

the pressure boundary conditions with Neumann bound-

ary conditions for the normal stress and Dirichlet bound-

2In practice we lock the node at x0.

ary conditions for the tangential velocity, i.e.

σ · n̂ = −Ipbnd · n̂ and

v = (v · n̂)n̂ on ∂Ωσ=−Ipbnd

The optimal wall thickness in the reverse flow problem

decreases as the maximum damping is increased[18], and

this tendency for infinitely thin walls is also seen in other

convective problems, where the design only serves to shape

the fluid flow[5]. Therefore the reverse flow problem is a

good proxy for such problems.

Figure 3: The objective of the reverse flow problem is to minimize
the flow velocity in the x0 point, such that the fluid flows in the
direction opposite to that dictated by the pressure boundary con-
ditions. No-slip boundary conditions are prescribed at the top and
bottom boundaries, while the tangential velocity component is fixed
to zero at both in- and outlet.

It is trivial to extend the problems to three dimensions,

but for the draining problem we have chosen to use the ge-

ometry shown in figure 4, because it allows for comparison

to prior work involving optimization in heat conduction

[26]. Finally, we use element IDs to describe the design

domain, but the mesh adaptation library only supports 3D

element IDs, if they do not give rise to internal geometrical

edges, so we make two adjustments to avoid these for the

3D NFL ball problem, see figure 1: first, symmetries are

exploited such that only a quarter of the computational

domain has to be considered. Second, the design domain

is extended to the extreme values of the x coordinate.

5
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Figure 4: The three-dimensional draining problem takes place in a
geometry resembling the slice of a birthday cake. No-slip boundary
conditions are prescribed all over, except at a ring in the bottom
where the tangential velocity components and the pressure are zero.
Note that there is still a constraint on the volume of allowed fluid.

2.2. Sensitivity analysis

We apply the continuous adjoint method to find the

variation of the objective function, δO with respect to a

variation in the design variable, δγ,

δO =

∫

Ω

∂O
∂γ

δγdΩ, where
dG(γ,u(γ))

dγ
= 0.

Here G are the governing equations, u are the dependent

variables and ∂O/∂γ is the sensitivity.

The continuous adjoint analysis of the three problems

are detailed in the appendices. The draining problem is

self-adjoint,

∂O
∂γ

= −∂Da−1

∂γ
v2.

The NFL ball problem has the same sensitivity, except the

sign is flipped, because the problem is subjected to forced

flow rather than a pressure gradient.

For the reverse flow problem, we have to solve an ad-

joint equation system, see Appendix A.3:

∂OS
∂γ

= −∂Da−1

∂γ
ṽ · v where

0 = ∇ · (−Ip̃+ η
(∇ṽ + [∇ṽ]T

))
+ F̃,

F̃ = −Da−1ṽ + δ(x− x0)x̂, 0 = ∇ · ṽ,

ṽ = 0 on ∂Ωv=0,

σ̃ · n̂ = 0 and

ṽ = (ṽ · n̂)n̂ on ∂Ωσ=−Ipbnd ,

where ṽ, p̃ and F̃ are the adjoint velocity, pressure and

volume force, respectively. ∂Ωv=0 and ∂Ωσ are the bound-

aries associated with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary

conditions for the primal problem3. In other words the

adjoint flow is driven solely by a point force at x0. It is

worth noting that the sensitivity will always be zero on

boundaries where no-slip is prescribed, so if the sensitivity

is interpolated directly onto the nodes of the mesh, the

design variables on the wall will be fixed, but we want

to allow the design to slip along the boundary. To facil-

itate this, we calculate the average value in the element

centers and let each element contribute to the sensitiv-

ity of its nodes in proportion to its area/volume, see the

proj tri2xy function.

Finally, the only difference between the primal and ad-

joint equations is the linear form, which corresponds to

the right hand side in the discretized system. Because we

use a direct solver, the adjoint problem can thus be solved

together with the primal one at almost no extra cost.

3For numerical reasons we add a small compressibility term, Kp̃,
to the adjoint continuity equation – similar to equation (2).
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3. Computational methods

We solve the governing equations (1-2) using the finite

element method with quadratic velocities and linear pres-

sures, i.e. we use the classical Taylor-Hood element [27],

see the fem stokes function. The discretized equation sys-

tem is solved using MATLAB’s default direct solver. The

design variables are piecewise linear and thus continuous

throughout space, but this property makes the total design

variable volume mesh dependent, if the design domain is

different from the computational domain. A constant vol-

ume fraction constraint thus leads to a (slightly) varying

absolute volume constraint in the case of the NFL ball

problem. To avoid this we allow for a discontinuous de-

sign by treating elements outside the design domain as

100 % fluid, which corresponds to removing the support

for the design variable basis functions outside the design

domain. This does not have any side effects and the de-

sign does not become discontinuous in practice, because

the optimal solid region does not touch the boundary of

the design domain in any of the examples.

The mesh is changed in every optimization iteration

and this is done after the sensitivity calculation, so both

sensitivities and design variables are interpolated onto the

new mesh, before the design variables are updated. The

overall pseudo-code thus becomes

#1 Initialize mesh, design variables and parameters

#2 Solve forward problem and compute sensitivity

#3 Compute metric field and adapt mesh

#4 Interpolate design variables and sensitivity

#5 Update design variables

#6 Export post-processing data

#7 If the maximum number of iterations has been reached,

compute STL, otherwise go to #2

This approach has previously been applied to optimiza-

tion in heat conduction problems and structural compli-

ance minimization [26, 28].

In order to find a good local minimum for the volume

constrained problems, we vary the damping for interme-

diate design variables, which is determined by the q pa-

rameter in equation (3). We choose to apply exponential

continuation starting from

qinit =
100γmean

Da−1
min(1− γmean)− 1

to 1 using the first half of the iterations for the NFL and

draining problems4.

We compute the relative amount of dissipation inside

the solid domain in order to quantify the influence of stronger

damping,

φs = 1−
∫

Ω
γφdΩ∫
φdΩ

. (4)

3.1. Anisotropic mesh adaptation

The continuous mesh framework is popular for anisotropic

mesh adaptation [29, 30]. It defines a metric, M, which

41 % of this value of q corresponds to Da−1 = 1 for γ = 0.5, but
very little happens in the beginning, so to reduce the iteration count
we multiply with 100.

7
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describes the optimal mesh using a continuous and pos-

itive symmetric tensor field. An edge e has ideal length

if

1 = eTMe.

Alternatively one may think of the metric as a field of el-

lipses/ellipsoids as given by the eigendecomposition, but

it is worth noting that the eigenvalues correspond to the

square of the optimal inverse edge length along the eigen-

vector. It is possible to compute a metric that minimizes

the error of some functional using adjoint techniques in

what is often referred to as goal-oriented mesh adaptation

[31]. In this work, we exploit that the metric that min-

imizes the interpolation error, Lg, of a piece wise linear

function, f , can be expressed explicitly using the Hessian,

H [32].

MLg
=

1

β

[
det(|H|)

]− 1
2g+dim |H| where (5)

|H| = abs
(
H(f)

)
and.

Lg =

(∫

Ω

|f − fmesh|gdΩ

)1/g

Here g is the norm in which the interpolation error is min-

imized and β is a scaling factor, fmesh is the numerical

approximation of f and dim is the spatial dimension. The

computation of the absolute value of the Hessian, |H|, in-

volves an eigendecomposition such that the absolute value

can be taken in the principal frame. The code is available

in the metric pnorm function. It is worth noting that f

is nodal, but we need a nodal Hessian and thus apply two

derivative recovery operations for which we use Galerkin

projection and MATLAB’s default direct solver. The mesh

complexity, C can be calculated as

C =

∫

Ω

√
det(M)dΩ. (6)

This is a good estimate for the node count [30] and it can

be used to eliminate β in equation (5) such that another

formula involving a target node number, Ct appears. The

metric scale function does exactly this.

We minimize different 2-norm interpolation errors for

the 3 problems

fNFL = φ, fdrain = |v| and fS = |v|+ p.

For the NFL ball problem, we first calculate the average

dissipation in each element and then apply Galerkin pro-

jection to get a nodal representation, see the fem tri2xy

function. This choice of scalar quantities have been found

by trial and error, and they allow us to avoid the use of a

minimum/maximum edge length as well as gradation con-

trol, but it is likely that better choices exists. At least it is

expected that adaptation aimed to minimize the error of

the objective function and the constraint will be superior,

although one would have to make a choice concerning the

priority of an accurate objective versus an accurate con-

straint.

We make use of local coarsening, refinement, swapping

and smoothing to arrive at a discrete mesh conforming to

the metric [33]. The operations are sketched in figure 5

8
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and they are called from the adapt mesh function, which

is taken directly from [34]. We quantify the deviation of

the elements from their ideal shape using the Vassilevski

element quality functional [35], see the elem qual func-

tion. A pseudo-code of the algorithm is provided below

#1 Initialize adaptation, i=1

#2 Coarsen mesh

#3 Swap edges

#4 Refine mesh

#5 Smooth mesh

#6 If i<10, increment i and go to #2

#7 perform 5 smoothing steps

Figure 5: Four local mesh operations can be used to generate meshes
that conform to anisotropic metrics: Coarsening and refinement
guarantee a good node density, while swapping and smoothing im-
prove element orientation by maximizing the worst local element
quality. Only edge swapping is shown in 3D and it works by triangu-
lating the 3D polygon the same way coarsening is performed in 2D.
We never use 2-to-3 swapping.

3.2. Optimizers

Topology optimization in Stokes flow (and the density

method in general) often involves the use of optimizers

based on moving asymptotes [12, 18, 36], but recently it

has been shown that it is possible to use a method based

on simultaneous analysis and design [37].

We use the optimality criteria method for minimizing

the viscous dissipation subject to a volume constraint. The

code is in the optC function, and it is taken directly from

[16]. It involves finding a numerical parameter, µ, such

that

γi+1 = max

[
0,min

(
1, γi

√
∂O
∂γ

µ

)]
and

γmean =

∫

Ω

γi+1dΩ

That is it works by multiplying the design variables with

the square root of a scaled version of the continuous sen-

sitivity. Then the box constraints are imposed and the

scaling factor is tuned, so the new design complies with

the volume constraint. The algorithm is specific to sin-

gle signed sensitivities and the square root makes it more

conservative than simply multiplying with the sensitivity.

The reverse flow problem is unconstrained so we cannot

use the optimality criteria method as an update strategy.

We use an equally simple technique in the sense that we

take a step in the direction of the continuous sensitivity

and tune the step size, µ, such that a predefined proportion

of the box constraints become active, i.e.

γi+1 = max

[
0,min

(
1, γi −

∂O
∂γ

µ

)]
and

q =
is zero or one(γi+1)

number of design variables

Here we have choosen the proportion to be identical to the

q parameter5. We stick with the exponential continuation,

5Preliminary tests indicate that it is also feasible to weigh the box
constraints with the design variable volume so that the proportion
relates to the volume in which the box constraints are active.

9
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but only use the first quarter of the iterations for the con-

tinuation. The code is available in the optD function, but

once all the constraints are active, the new design variable

field only depends on the sensitivity and not the current

design variable field,

γi+1 =
1

2
− sign

(
∂O
∂γ

)
1

2
.

3.3. Attached MATLAB script

The attached MATLAB script has 8 input parameters:

1. beta is the scaling factor in equation (5), but if it is

negative, the absolute value will be used as a target

node number, see equation (6).

2. Tvol is the volume fraction, γmean, and initial design

variable value.

3. DaMin is Da−1
min, i.e. the maximum damping term.

4. Ls is a vector with geometrical length scales, i.e. L1

and L2 for the reverse flow problem and δNFL for the

NFL ball problem.

5. meshszI is the initial mesh size.

6. itertotal is the total number of iterations.

7. outnm is a string with the name of an output direc-

tory.

8. prob is an integer specifying the problem type.

The script outputs the design variable, the pressure, the

flow velocity, the dissipation and (in 2D) the stream func-

tion to binary VTK format using the export vtk function.

The 3D results are also exported to binary STL format us-

ing the export stl function. Furthermore, a 2D array is

saved in the ascii file sclr.mat, and it contains informa-

tion about the node count, objective function, timings etc.

The code has been tested with the input listed in ta-

ble 1, all of which are available as comments in the top

of the provided script. The code contains some 6,000+

MATLAB statements, so the use of mesh adaptation does

complicate the implementation. The optimization loop it-

self and the assembly of the discretized Stokes problem are

however quite compact and well documented, so it should

be feasible to use the code for other projects as long as the

mesh adaptation is left untouched.

No problem Ct itmax γmean Da−1
min

1 NFL NA 200 0.8 109

2 NFL 1 · 103 141 0.8 109

3 NFL 2 · 103 200 0.8 109

4 NFL 4 · 103 283 0.8 109

5 NFL 4 · 103 283 0.8 105

6 NFL 4 · 103 283 0.8 107

7 NFL 4 · 103 283 0.999 109

8 Reverse NA 10,000 NA 109

9 Reverse 5 · 103 10,000 NA 109

10 Reverse 1 · 104 10,000 NA 109

11 Reverse 2 · 104 10,000 NA 109

12 Reverse 5 · 103 1,000 NA 105

13 Reverse 5 · 103 3,000 NA 107

14 Drain 1 · 104 1,000 0.1 106

15 Drain 1 · 104 1,000 0.1 107

16 Drain 1 · 104 1,000 0.1 108

17 NFL 3D 1 · 104 200 0.95 105

18 Reverse 3D 1 · 104 200 NA 105

19 Drain 3D 1 · 104 200 0.1 105

Table 1: The tested inputs to top5002.m. Ct is the target node
count, see equation (6). We use an initial mesh size of 0.01Lchar and
0.1Lchar in 2D and 3D, respectively.

The problems are non-dimensionalized in space using

the Lchar length scale (R for the 3D draining problem).

The other geometrical parameters are δNFL = 0.05Lchar for

the NFL balls, while we use L1 = 2Lchar and L2 = 3Lchar

for the reverse flow problem. Finally, we set r1 = 0.5R,

10
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r2 = 1.5R, z1 = 0.75R, rw = 0.7R and θ = π/4 for the 3D

draining problem.

4. Results and discussion

Above each optimization result, we plot the iteration

number, objective function, node count, total computa-

tional time6 and relative amount of dissipation inside the

solid domain, φs, see equation (4). The latter is substi-

tuted with the value of Damin for the draining problems.

The 2D results are plotted as colored wireframe meshes

with blue corresponding to fluid and red solid, i.e. γ = 1

and γ = 0, respectively. The 3D results are plotted in

terms of the γ = 0.5 contour. Throughout the following

we will refer to the optimizations by their No in table 1.

For color figures, the readers are referred to the online

version.

Figure 6 shows that the dynamic meshes give better ob-

jective functions than fixed meshes for the NFL ball prob-

lem with Da−1
min = 109 and that the solid-fluid transition

region can be well resolved with 4,000 nodes. The tran-

sition region depends on Damin as demonstrated in figure

7, which also shows that high volume fractions are trivial

to handle with this implementation, although the ball oc-

cupying just 0.1 % of the design domain is not perfectly

centered.

Figure 8 shows optimization No 18 for the 3D NFL ball

in terms of the iso surface, but also a slice illustrating that

6on a Intel Xeon E5-2680 (2.80 GHz).

Figure 6: The NFL ball problem is solved on a fixed mesh and three
dynamic meshes for Da−1

min = 109 (No 1-4). The dynamic meshes
are increasingly finer, but even the coarsest give a lower objective
function than the fixed mesh.

the ball can be fatter in 3D, because the flow is not re-

stricted to only flowing over and under the ball. In theory

the angles at the leading and trailing edges should be 90◦

and 120◦ for 2D and 3D, respectively [38].
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Figure 7: The NFL ball problem is solved on three dynamic meshes
for Da−1

min equal to 105, 107 and 109 (No 4-6). Note that as Da−1
min

increases, the solid-fluid transition becomes increasingly sharper, the
objective increases, while the dissipation in the solid decreases. Fi-
nally, an optimization with a 99.9 % volume fraction at Da−1

min = 109

is demonstrated (No 7).

The 2D reverse flow problem is solved on different meshes

in figure 9, which shows that the fixed mesh is unable to

resolve the wall for Da−1
min = 109 and therefore produces

Figure 8: The γ = 0.5 contour for the 3D NFL ball problem is
colored with the pressure and plotted together with the mesh on the
boundary of the design domain. Below the corresponding 2D result
(No 5) in green is plotted on top of a cross sectional view.

a higher objective function than the dynamic meshes, but

making the dynamic meshes finer has almost no effect on

the objective function and φs, while increasing Da−1
min from

105 to 107 has a strong influence as shown in figure 10.

This also shows that Da−1
min = 109 is necessary to achieve

under 1 % damping in the solid material. Finally, the cor-

responding 3D result is plotted in figure 11 with a break-

down of the computational time in figure 12. A previous

study of the 3D reverse flow problem was set up such that

diagonal flow was unlikely [12], but despite having plenty

12
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Figure 9: The reverse flow problem is solved on a fixed mesh and
three dynamic meshes for Da−1

min = 109 (No 8-11). The fixed mesh
is unable to capture the wall and thus give rise to a higher objective
function than the dynamic meshes.

of room for diagonal flow7, we too find a symmetric de-

sign. The fact that only 6 % of the computational time is

used for the mesh adaptation, even though a pure MAT-

LAB implementation is used, can be attributed to the 2nd

order discretization of the velocity and the use of a linear

solver.

Lastly, the 3D and 2D draining results are shown in

figures 13 and 14, respectively. Branching structures are

commonly observed in heat conduction even though hairy

structures are expected [39], but in the case of fluid flow,

branching structures are expected, because the flow rate in

a pressure driven pipe scales with the radius to the fourth

power.

7Diagonal flow in the sense that the optimal flow configuration
has a symmetry plane that divides the domain along the diagonal.

Figure 10: The reverse flow problem is solved for Da−1
min equal to

105, 107 and 109 (No 9, 12 and 13). The wall becomes thinner as
the damping is increased, while φs seems to scale with

√
Damin.

5. Conclusion

Our method introduces substantial complexity, which

is obvious from the 6,000+ MATLAB statements required

to reproduce the results.

Nevertheless, we have demonstrated that it is feasible

13
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Figure 11: The 3D reverse flow problem gives a design similar to the
2D case. Below two diagonal slices provide an alternative illustra-
tion of the working mechanism and to illustrate the spatial element
concentrations one of the slices shows the edges of the element cuts.
Note that the slicing of large tetrahedrons may produce small trian-
gles, so one should be careful about drawing any conclusions with
regards to mesh quality from this representation.

Figure 12: A breakdown of the computational time used to do opti-
mization No 18. The node count is an average value for the whole
optimization. The solution of the forward and adjoint problems dom-
inate the computational cost, while the design variable update and
metric calculation take up less than 0.6 % of the time.

to perform topology optimization of Stokes flow on dy-

namic unstructured meshes. This combination allows for

the use of extremely low Darcy numbers in 2D and solu-

tion of 3D design problems on single threaded hardware,

although the latter requires an order of magnitude more

memory than what is available on todays laptops. This is

due to the use of a direct solver, which take up the bulk

of the computational time. Other advantages relate to the

Figure 13: The 3D draining result is shown for Damin = 10−5 and a
volume fraction of 10 %.

ease with which extremely high fluid volume fractions can

be handled and the accurate resolution of small localized

length scales.

Furhermore, we have shown that it is feasible to use an

extremely simple optimizer for unconstrained optimization

and that the introduction of a source term in the continu-

ity equation gives rise to branching structures of arbitrary

complexity, when the viscous dissipation is used as objec-

tive function. The use of Darcy numbers down to 10−9 is

unprecedented, but we show that it is in fact necessary, if

the viscous damping in the solid is to be kept below 1 %

of the total damping.

6. Outlook

The most obvious improvement relates to the use of

continuation in Damin as this should reduce the number of

iterations required for the 2D reverse flow problem with

Damin = 10−9. Furthermore, it is preferable to drive the

mesh adaptation using a goal oriented approach rather

than the heuristic techniques used here.
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Alternatively, the method could be extended to ac-

count for inertia, which is relevant in terms of both drag

minimization and draining problems. This would increase

the cost of the forward problem even more, which would

call for the use of an iterative solver. A faster solver might

also allow the method to be used for designing 3D mixers

[5] or other devices with thin walls for shaping fluid flow.

Such problems would be interesting in terms of testing the

optimizer used for the unconstrained problems.
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Figure 14: The 2D draining problem is shown for three different val-
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Appendix A. Sensitivity Analysis

Appendix A.1. Draining problem

Governing equations and objective function

O =

∫

∂Ω

v · σn̂ds =

∫

Ω

(
ε : σ − v · F

)
dΩ (A.1)

0 = ∇ · σ + F (A.2)

0 = ∇ · v + V̇ where (A.3)

σ = −Ip+ 2ηε, ε =
1

2

(∇v + [∇v]T
)

F = −Da−1v,

where v, p, η, F, σ, ε and Da−1 are the velocity, pressure,

viscosity, volumetric force, stress, rate of deformation and

damping term, respectively. It is easy to see that the ob-

jective function can be simplified due to equation (A.3),

O =

∫

Ω

(
2ηε : ε+ V̇ − v · F

)
dΩ, (A.4)

because ε : I = ∇ · v = −V̇ .

A variation in the design variable field, δγ will result in a

variation of the objective function,

δO =

∫

Ω

(
2η
∂ε

∂γ
: ε− ∂v

∂γ
· F− v · ∂F

∂γ

)
δγdΩ

=

∫

Ω

(
2η
∂ε

∂γ
: ε+ 2Da−1v · ∂v

∂γ

)
δγdΩ

+

∫

Ω

∂Da−1

∂γ
v2δγdΩ (A.5)

This can be expanded further, but the point is that the

derivatives of v and p with respect to γ are unknown and

therefore the derivative of ε is also unknown, so it some-

how has to be eliminated. This can be achieved by con-

structing other partial differential equations with the same

terms and adding/subtraction the equations. The starting

point of this procedure is the introduction of the adjoint

velocity ṽ, which by definition is invariant with respect to

the δγ variation. Multiplying ṽ with equation (A.2) and

integrating over the domain, Ω, yields

0 =

∫

Ω

ṽ ·
(∇ · σ + F

)
dΩ

=

∫

∂Ω

ṽ · σ · n̂ds−
∫

Ω

(∇ṽ : σ − ṽ · F
)
dΩ

=

∫

∂Ω

ṽ · σ · n̂ds−
∫

Ω

(
ε̃ : σ − ṽ · F

)
dΩ (A.6)

where ε̃ =
1

2

(
∇ṽ + [∇ṽ]

T
)
.

Here we have used the divergence theorem and the fact

that the stress tensor is symmetric. Taking the variation

with respect to δγ gives

0 =

∫

∂Ω

ṽ ·
∂σ

∂γ
· n̂δγds

−
∫

Ω

(
ε̃ :

∂σ

∂γ
− ṽ · ∂F

∂γ

)
δγdΩ

=

∫

∂Ω

ṽ ·
∂σ

∂γ
· n̂δγds

−
∫

Ω

ε̃ :

[
−I∂p

∂γ
+ η

∂ε

∂γ

]
δγdΩ

−
∫

Ω

ṽ ·
[
Da−1 ∂v

∂γ
+
∂Da−1

∂γ
v

]
δγdΩ, (A.7)

adding equations (A.5) and (A.7) yields

δO =

∫

∂Ω

ṽ ·
∂σ

∂γ
· n̂δγds

+

∫

Ω

([
2ηε− ηε̃

]
:
∂ε

∂γ
+

1

2
ε̃ : I

∂p

∂γ

)
δγdΩ

+

∫

Ω

[
2Da−1v −Da−1ṽ

]
· ∂v
∂γ

δγdΩ

+

∫

Ω

(
∂Da−1

∂γ
v · (v − ṽ)

)
δγdΩ.
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It is easy to see that we can eliminate all derivatives with

respect to γ by assuming ṽ = 2v. The boundary term

remains, but for a pressure driven setup this also drops out,

if the boundary conditions are restricted to zero velocity

and fixed boundary stress. Finally ε̃ : I = ∇·ṽ = ∇·v = 0,

so we get

δO = −
∫

Ω

∂Da−1

∂γ
v2δγdΩ (A.8)

Appendix A.2. NFL ball problem

O =

∫

∂Ω

v · σn̂ds =

∫

Ω

(
1

2
ε : σ − v · F

)
dΩ (A.9)

0 = ∇ · σ + F (A.10)

0 = ∇ · v where (A.11)

σ = −Ip+ 2ηε, ε =
1

2

(∇v + [∇v]T
)

F = −Da−1v,

where v, p, η, F, σ, ε and Da−1 are the velocity, pres-

sure, viscosity, volumetric force, stress, rate of deformation

and damping term, respectively. A variation in the design

variable field, δγ will result in a variation of the objective

function,

δO =

∫

∂Ω

(
∂v

∂γ
· σ + v ·

∂σ

∂γ

)
· n̂δγds (A.12)

The point is that the derivatives of v and p with respect

to γ are unknown and therefore the derivative of σ is also

unknown, so it has to be eliminated. We introduce adjoint

velocity ṽ, multiply it with equation (A.10) and integrate

over the domain:

0 =

∫

Ω

ṽ ·
(∇ · σ + F

)
dΩ

=

∫

∂Ω

ṽ · σ · n̂ds+

∫

Ω

(
−ε̃ : σ + ṽ · F

)
dΩ,

where ε̃ =
1

2

(
∇ṽ + [∇ṽ]

T
)

=

∫

∂Ω

(
ṽ · σ − v · 2ηε̃

)
· n̂ds

+

∫

Ω

(
v ·∇ · 2ηε̃+ ε̃ : Ip+ ṽ · F

)
dΩ.

The variation becomes

0 =

∫

∂Ω

(
ṽ ·

∂σ

∂γ
− ∂v

∂γ
· 2ηε̃

)
· n̂δγds

+

∫

Ω

∂v

∂γ
·
[
2η∇ · ε̃−Da−1ṽ

]
δγdΩ

+

∫

Ω

ε̃ : I
∂p

∂γ
− ∂Da−1

∂γ
v · ṽδγdΩ. (A.13)

We now repeat the process for equation (A.11) and the

adjoint pressure, p̃

0 =

∫

Ω

p̃∇ · vdΩ

=

∫

Ω

p̃I : ∇vdΩ

=

∫

∂Ω

v · Ip̃ · n̂ds−
∫

Ω

∇ · Ip̃ · vdΩ.

The variation becomes

0 =

∫

∂Ω

∂v

∂γ
· Ip̃ · n̂δγds

−
∫

Ω

∇ · Ip̃ · ∂v
∂γ

δγdΩ. (A.14)

Adding equations (A.12), (A.13) and (A.14) yields

δO =

∫

∂Ω

(
∂v

∂γ
·
[
σ + Ip̃− 2ηε̃

]
+
∂σ

∂γ
· [v + ṽ])

)
· n̂δγds
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+

∫

Ω

∂v

∂γ
·
[∇ · (−Ip̃+ 2ηε̃)−Da−1ṽ

]
δγdΩ

+

∫

Ω

ε̃ : I
∂p

∂γ
− ∂Da−1

∂γ
v · ṽδγdΩ

The derivative of the velocity, v, with respect to the design

variable, γ drops out on the boundary of a flow driven

setup. For the the volume terms to drop out, we must

require that the adjoint velocity and pressure satisfy the

same equations as the primal ones, i.e. ε̃ : I = ∇ · ṽ. This

means that the boundary terms for the adjoint variables

have to be flipped to satisfy ṽ + v = 0 such that the last

boundary term can be canceled. We are left with

δO =

∫

Ω

∂Da−1

∂γ
v2δγdΩ. (A.15)

It is worth noting that the sensitivity for a pressure driven

setup is identical except for the sign, see equation (A.8).

Appendix A.3. Reverse flow

Consider the following optimization problem, where

the Stokes flow in some point, x0 is minimized along the

x-direction.

O =

∫

Ω

δ(x− x0)v · x̂dΩ (A.16)

0 = ∇ · σ + F

0 = ∇ · v where (A.17)

σ = −Ip+ 2ηε, ε =
1

2

(∇v + [∇v]T
)

F = −Da−1v.

A variation in the design variable δγ, which will results in

a variation of the objective function,

δO =

∫

Ω

δ(x− x0)
∂v

∂γ
· x̂δγdΩ (A.18)

We eliminate the derivative of v with respect to γ by mul-

tiplying the adjoint velocity with equation (A.2) and inte-

grating over the domain, Ω:

0 =

∫

Ω

ṽ ·
(∇ · σ + F

)
dΩ

=

∫

∂Ω

ṽ · σ · n̂ds−
∫

Ω

(∇ṽ : σ − ṽ · F
)
dΩ

=

∫

∂Ω

ṽ · σ · n̂ds−
∫

Ω

(
ε̃ : σ − ṽ · F

)
dΩ

where
1

2

(
ε̃ = ∇ṽ + [∇ṽ]

T
)

=

∫

∂Ω

ṽ · σ · n̂ds

−
∫

Ω

(
ε̃ :
[
−Ip+ 2η∇v

]
− ṽ · F

)
dΩ

=

∫

∂Ω

(
ṽ · σ − 2ηv · ε̃

)
· n̂ds

−
∫

Ω

(
−p∇ · ṽ − 2ηv ·∇ · ε̃− ṽ · F

)
dΩ,

where we have used the divergence theorem (twice) and

the fact that the stress tensor is symmetric. Taking the

variation with respect to δγ yields

0 =

∫

∂Ω

(
ṽ ·

∂σ

∂γ
− 2η

∂v

∂γ
· ε̃
)
· n̂δγds

+

∫

Ω

(
∂p

∂γ
∇ · ṽ + 2η

∂v

∂γ
·∇ · ε̃+ ṽ · ∂F

∂γ

)
δγdΩ

=

∫

∂Ω

(
ṽ ·

∂σ

∂γ
− 2η

∂v

∂γ
· ε̃
)
· n̂δγds

+

∫

Ω

(
∂p

∂γ
∇ · ṽ + 2η

∂v

∂γ
·∇ · ε̃

)
δγdΩ

−
∫

Ω

ṽ ·
[
v
∂Da−1

∂γ
+ Da−1 ∂v

∂γ

]
δγdΩ (A.19)
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Repeating the process for equation (A.17) gives

0 =

∫

Ω

p̃∇ · vdΩ

=

∫

∂Ω

p̃v · n̂ds−
∫

Ω

v ·∇p̃dΩ

0 =

∫

∂Ω

p̃
∂v

∂γ
· n̂δγds−

∫

Ω

∂v

∂γ
·∇p̃δγdΩ (A.20)

Adding equations (A.18), (A.19) and (A.20) yields

δO =

∫

Ω

∂v

∂γ
·
[
−∇p̃+ 2η∇ · ε̃+ F̃

]
δγdΩ

+

∫

Ω

(
−ṽ · v∂Da−1

∂γ
+
∂p

∂γ
∇ · ṽ

)
δγdΩ

+

∫

∂Ω


ṽ ·

∂σ

∂γ
+
∂v

∂γ
·




−σ̃
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Ip̃− 2ηε̃





 · n̂δγds,

where F̃ = δ(x− x0)x̂−Da−1ṽ,

so the sensitivity becomes

∂O
∂γ

= −ṽ · v∂Da−1

∂γ
where

0 = ∇ · σ̃ + F̃ and 0 = ∇ · ṽ,

σ̃ = −Ip̃+ 2ηε̃, F̃ = δ(x− x0)x̂−Da−1ṽ

0 =

(
ṽ ·

∂σ

∂γ
− ∂v

∂γ
· σ̃
)
· n̂ on ∂Ω i.e.

ṽ = 0, on ∂Ωv=vbnd
and

σ̃ · n̂ = 0 on ∂Ωσ=−Ipbnd
.

The adjoint flow is driven by the point force at x0 . This

drives the flow forward. The adjoint velocity has to be

zero, wherever the stress is unknown, so noslip boundary

conditions for the primal velocity leads to noslip boundary

conditions for the adjoint velocity. Moreover, The adjoint

stress has to vanish on all boundaries, where the velocity is

unknown, so the adjoint pressure and tangential flow has

to vanish on the in- and outlets.

Finally, the same analysis might be carried out with

V̇ 6= 0 and

O =

∫

Ω

V̇ pdΩ,

so that the point force drops out and the problem becomes

self-adjoint.
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